Peer review is a process designed to produce a fair assessment of research quality prior to the publication of scholarly work in a journal. The process consists of sending a candidate work such as a journal article to a number of similarly qualified professionals for feedback and informs publishers of academic journals whether a work should be accepted or rejected. Peer review is used as a gold standard in assessing manuscripts and is essential for academics since tenure, grant applications, and many other career-related decisions are based upon the quality of their work and publications making the stakes are high. Most journals today use a single-blind review method, in which the reviewer’s identity is concealed to the author of the article, but not vice versa. However, some journals use alternative review strategies [1, 2], such as double-blind review, where both the author’s and the reviewer’s identities are concealed, or open review [3, 4], where all information is public.

It is well known that implicit biases influence people’s decision making but ideally decisions regarding the importance of scientific contributions would be free of these biases. Nevertheless, demographics, nepotism, and seniority have been shown to affect reviewer behavior suggesting the most common, single-blind review method (or the less common open review method) might be biased [5, 6]. Blinding both the author’s and reviewer’s identity can reduce exposure to extraneous information thus bypassing bias and optimizing decision making. Although this article focuses on academic journals, blinding has the potential to affect decision making in many areas: it has been demonstrated that blinding applicants in the first stages of grant applications reduces biases related to researcher’s characteristics [7] and blind musical auditions have significantly increased the number of women in symphony orchestras [8]. Moss et al. also showed that blinding the gender of job applicants can reduce unconscious and unintended bias [9].

Many characteristics can be subject to biases that might skew the reviewer’s decisions as discussed below. For example, there is substantial evidence for biases in favor of famous authors and world-renown institutions, but there are only limited data on the impact of review on women and minorities. Budden et al. found that switching to a double-blind review in an ecology journal led to a small increase of female first author paper [10]. However, these findings were later rebutted [11, 12, 13] and this increase was attributed to a proportional increase of women in the workforce overall. Journal of Neurophysiology also found no gender bias in their publications, but carefully notes that at the time of the analysis 5 out of 9 members of the editorial panel were women and only 191 of 713 submissions (26%) were from women-first authors [14]. Blank found that although women perform slightly better under a double-blind system, the data were statistically not significant [1]. It should be noted that women published only 150 out of 1,223 analyzed papers (12%). Other journals also found
author identity did not influence acceptance rates or quality ratings in review [15, 16]. Conversely, after the Modern Language Association (MLA) switched to double-blind review a substantial increase in acceptances for female-authored publications was observed, eventually comparable to that for men [17]. Tomkins et al. did not find any gender bias in their study of the review process in computer science using their data alone, but combining their results with previous studies showed a statistically significant gender effect bias [18]. Studying this topic, Helmer et al. demonstrated that women are currently underrepresented in the peer review process and that editors of both genders preferred same-gendered authors [19]. This behavior highlights the need to employ review methods that combat subtler forms of gender bias in scholarly publishing.

Despite the mixed data regarding the effect of double-blind review on gender bias, it has been demonstrated that double-blind review can mitigate biases arising from researcher’s popularity or location. Tomkins et al. found that single-blind reviewers were significantly more likely to recommend for acceptance papers from famous authors and top institutions [18]. Moreover, if reviewers knew the author’s identity, they disfavored authors that were not sufficiently embedded in their research community [20]. Link discovered that in a medical journal the location of the authors mattered as US reviewers ranked US papers much more favorably compared to the non-US ones [6]. Additionally, Blank found that under a double-blind review acceptance rates were lower and reviewers were more critical [1]. This suggests that a double-blind system might lead to more critical feedback from reviewers and a mix of accepted papers from more diverse authorship.

It should be noted that before a manuscript reaches the review stage, journal editors who have access to authors’ information reject many, sometimes most, of the papers submitted to a journal before a reviewer can see them. While motives will differ between editors and reviewers, there is no reason to assume that editors are less susceptible to bias than reviewers [21]. This issue could be overcome with the use of double-blind review since editors would also lose access to authorship information.

A common concern for double-blind review is the identification of author or institution from self-citations, nature of work, or personal connections [22, 23]. Hill and Provost found that even using the best method to identify authors based on discriminative self-citations, authors were identified correctly only 40-45% of the time suggesting that even in the worst-case scenario blinding is successful most of the time [24]. Other arguments against double-blind review such as administrative inconvenience, posting articles to other websites prior to their publications, possible conflicts of interest, or tradition can be overcome [25]. In physics, the issue of identification becomes significantly more relevant due to the high number of large international collaborations of various scales ranging from dozens to thousands of members. Often, publications from these collaborations will be trivial to identify. However, it is also unlikely they will suffer any disadvantages while the double-blind review could still benefit researchers who might currently be affected by the biases in the review process.

A scientist’s career should not be influenced by stereotypes, but rather depend on an individual’s proven track record to perform. Reviewers are people too, and since biases can affect anyone the community should strive toward a peer review system that makes its best effort to overcome the susceptibility to bias. Current research suggests that double-blind review reduces bias that might arise while assessing the quality of the research presented in a manuscript, without imposing any major downsides. Double-blind review offers a solution
to many biases stemming from author’s gender, seniority, and institution and should be a foundation of any journal that strives to evaluate author’s work strictly based on the quality of the research presented in the manuscript.
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